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How to get involved

Go to our website www.moray.gov.uk/budget2018 
where this document and others are available. You 
can email us at budgetconsultation@moray.gov.uk

Pick up a response form at any of our Access Points or 
libraries. Either hand the completed responses to the 
staff�or�post�them�in�to:�Budget,�Room�207,�Moray�
Council�HQ,�High�Street,�Elgin,�IV30�1BX�

Join our Facebook group www.facebook.com/groups/
MorayCouncilBudget2018 and take part in the 
discussion.

http://www.moray.gov.uk/budget2018
mailto:budgetconsultation%40moray.gov.uk?subject=
http://www.facebook.com/groups/MorayCouncilBudget2018
http://www.facebook.com/groups/MorayCouncilBudget2018


Foreword

Every�year�the�32�councils�in�Scotland�must�announce�their�balanced�budgets�for�the�following�year.�Your�
councillors�have�been�working�for�months�on�how�this�can�be�done�for�the�year�2018-19.�Like�most�councils,�
we�are�operating�under�severe�constraints,�the�main�ones�being:-

• Increasing demand for services.

• Increased�inflation.

• Reduced�funding�from�central�government.

• Limited�power�to�raise�our�own�revenue.

People�stand�for�election�in�order�to�ensure�that�communities�get�all�the�services�they�need,�but�these�
constraints�make�this�an�increasingly�difficult�task.�Through�no�fault�of�our�own,�we,�the�people�of�Moray,�are�
standing�at�the�edge�of�a�financial�precipice�and�we�need�all�the�help�we�can�get�to�negotiate�the�changes�
which must be made in order to maintain high standards of service along with a balanced budget.

I�urge�you�to�read�the�information�we�have�produced.�Hopefully�it�will�present�to�you�a�realistic�picture�of�the�
council’s�position,�one�that�is�shared�by�all�other�Scottish�councils.�I�know�that�you�will�have�heard�this�line�
before�previous�budget�announcements�‘tough�decisions�ahead’,�but�you�may�not�have�felt�much�impact.�
The�reason�for�that�is�that�much�of�the�savings�have�been�made�through�efficiencies,�reduced�staffing�and�the�
shrinking�of�the�council’s�estate.�We’ve�made�all�the�efficiency�savings�we�can�and�yet�we�have�maintained�
services,�but�now�we’re�in�the�position�where�more�dramatic�reductions�in�expenditure�must�be�made.�Some�
of�the�proposals�we�are�making,�in�an�effort�to�balance�the�budget,�are�very�painful.�Unfortunately,�all�the�
indicators�suggest�that�we�will�have�to�make�further�serious�changes�to�how�the�council�operates,�in�order�
to�balance�the�2019-20�budget,�so�please�take�part�in�the�consultation�in�any�way�you�can.�Your�views�are�
important.

Cllr�George�Alexander 
Leader�of�Moray�Council
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Introduction

This�document�provides�a�summary�of�the�forecast�
council�budget�for�the�next�two�years.�This�forecast�
indicates�that,�if�no�action�is�taken,�all�our�reserves�
will�be�used�up�before�the�end�of�March�2019�and�the�
council�will�face�a�recurring�annual�shortfall�of�£23m.�
This�cannot�be�allowed�to�happen�and�so�action�must�
be taken now.

Reducing�our�spending�is�not�a�new�challenge�for�
the�council,�but�the�impact�of�the�savings�required�
over�the�next�two�years�cannot�be�underestimated,�
particularly�when�we�take�into�account�the�£37m�
savings that have already been made by the council 
over the last eight years.

Furthermore,�the�rise�in�our�elderly�population,�and�
the�increased�demand�on�services�that�this�entails,�
will�inevitably�result�in�further�financial�pressures.�
On�top�of�all�this,�we�need�to�cater�for�national�
initiatives,�which�notwithstanding�any�additional�
funding�that�may�be�provided,�inevitably�stretch�our�
resources even further.

To�help�offset�this,�the�council�will�continue�to�
make�changes�to�reduce�annual�operating�costs�by�
becoming�ever�more�efficient�in�its�operations.�

That�will�include,�for�example:

• the use of modern technology and working with 
customers to deliver more services online

• ongoing service redesigns

• reviews of our internal processes

• revision�of�management�and�administration�
arrangements

• initiatives�to�share�service�delivery�and�
administration�with�other�councils�and�partners�

• ensuring that support services match the needs of 
the�organisation
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How public sector funding works

The�Scottish�Government�is�allocated�money�from�
Westminster�and�this�is�called�the�Scottish�Block.�
The�Scottish�Government�then�determines�how�
this money will be allocated based on its spending 
priorities.�

Scottish�councils�receive�money�from�the�Scottish�
Government each year to run local services; this is 
called�the�Grant�Settlement�and�is�a�major�factor�
in�determining�how�much�the�council�can�afford�to�
spend in a year. Our grant (general revenue funding) 
is supplemented by a number of income streams 
and�through�Council�Tax�income.�Combined,�the�
Grant�Settlement,�Council�Tax�revenue,�and�all�
additional�income�must�cover�the�costs�of�all�the�
services�we�provide.�This�includes�those�that�help�
us�meet�our�commitment�to�local�and�Scottish�
Government�priorities.�

Moray Council services are funded predominantly 
from�national�taxation�from�which�it�receives�
approximately�79%�of�the�council’s�income,�with�only�
15%�coming�from�Council�Tax�and,�around�6%�from�
direct charges for services.

   79%�Scottish�Government�grant

   15%�Council�Tax

     6%�charges
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Financial forecast summary

The�financial�position�and�forecast�is�summarised�as�
follows... 

• £5m�decrease�expected�in�income�from�the�
government 

• £2.5m�expected�cost�of�inflation�and�national�pay�
awards 

• £3.2m�for�new�and�refurbished�schools,�increased�
pupil numbers 

• £1m�increase�in�debt�repayment�and�interest�costs�

£11.7m�total�

Income    £188M

Expenditure   £203M

2018/19

Income    £186M

Expenditure   £209M

2019/20

We�estimate�that�by�March�2018�we�will�have�used�
£8.4m�of�our�current�£21.7m�cash�reserves.�That�
leaves�us�with�a�potential�£13.3m�in�the�bank�for�
unexpected�costs�and�emergencies�–�such�as�the�
£400k�repairs�to�the�road�in�Dallas�that�was�washed�
away�by�heavy�rain�in�2015.�

Between�the�best�and�worst�case�scenarios�we�
estimate�we’ll�be�experiencing�a�shortfall�in�the�order�
of�£15m�by�the�end�of�2018,�rising�to�£23m�by�early�
2020�if�we�do�nothing.�

These�costs�are�estimates,�and�many�factors�influence�
the�council’s�position.�The�largest�factor�–�and�the�

largest�uncertainty�–�is�the�level�of�government�
funding.�However,�future�pay�awards�and�general�
inflation�–�recently�the�highest�it’s�been�for�some�
years�–�also�play�a�large�part.

You�can�see�that�by�our�calculations�the�council’s�
reserves�will�be�exhausted�during�the�course�of�
2018/19,�and�that�urgent�action�is�needed�to�balance�
the�budget.�Should�councillors�be�unable�to�agree�
on�the�action�required�it�is�assumed�that�the�Scottish�
Government would take control of the council.

Moray�Council�is�not�alone�in�facing�this�situation;�
the�link�below�provides�information�on�the�situation�
across�Scottish�local�government.

Have�a�look�at�this�document.�It�explains�what�
councils�do�and�what�income�they�need�to�do�it:�
www.moray.gov.uk/downloads/file116712.pdf
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Why is the council continuing to borrow more money?

Until�recently�the�council�policy�has�been�to�keep�
our�leisure�centres,�schools�and�community�facilities�
open�and�bring�them�up�to�a�satisfactory�standard�of�
condition�and�suitability.�To�achieve�this�will�take�in�
excess�of�10�years�and�an�investment�of�£390m.�

The�council�gets�an�annual�capital�grant�of�£8m�from�
the government towards this but we would have to 
borrow�the�remaining�£310m.�The�council�cannot�
afford�to�borrow�this�amount�of�money�and�has�had�
to change its policy on the maintenance of these 
facilities.

The�decision�has�to�be�whether�we�continue�
providing services in buildings maintained to a lower 
standard,�or�to�close�them�altogether.�The�situation�
is�complicated�by�the�fact�that�the�facilities�required�
in the longer term could be more costly to maintain if 
refurbishment and maintenance works are delayed. 

Careful�consideration�should�therefore�be�given�to�
the�significant�expenditure�on�buildings,�such�as�
schools,�which�may�have�an�uncertain�future�in�a�
modern school estate. 

Bridging�the�G
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How we manage the budget process

It is clear that the current arrangements for providing 
council services in Moray are not sustainable. 
Government�funding�for�the�year�ahead�is�expected�
to�be�significantly�reduced,�and�this�reduction�will�
accelerate the pace at which the council needs 
to change its delivery of services. We know the 
importance of community engagement in addressing 
the challenge of reducing and changing council 
services,�so�over�the�next�year�we’ll�be�undertaking�a�
wide-ranging�consultation�using�a�variety�of�methods�
to�reach�out�to�our�communities.�In�association�with�
the�Community�Planning�Partnership,�we�will�use�a�
variety of means to inform our savings proposal and 
develop�continuous�and�meaningful�engagement�
with our residents. We aim to use the internet and 
social�media�but�will�also�provide�information�at�
council�access�points,�where�individuals�will�be�able�
to�submit�views�on�council�service�provision.�Details�
of�other�engagement�activities�will�be�provided�on�
the�council’s�website,�together�with�more�background�
information�on�council�budget�allocations.�

We�hope�you�will�take�the�time�to�review�the�
information�available�and�engage�with�us.�We�would�
like your feedback on how we might take steps to 
further�mitigate�the�impact�of�the�proposals�or�where�
you�believe�we�can�make�savings�in�a�different�way.�
In�doing�all�this,�we�hope�to�enable�the�residents�of�
Moray�to�influence�the�future�direction�of�council�
services�in�these�financially�constrained�times.�

As�part�of�this�process�you�can�expect�a�commitment�
from�the�council�to:

• Provide�you�with�the�facts�on�the�financial�
challenges�facing�the�council�and�in�particular�
information�on�decisions�that�will�be�required�to�be�
taken.

• Communicate�with�staff�in�advance�of�any�final�
decisions to highlight any impact of the proposals 
on their employment.

• Work�in�partnership�with�our�communities�to�
identify�ways�we�can�reduce�the�impact�of�changes�
in service delivery.

• Work closely with our most vulnerable residents to 
help them understand what any changes to services 
may mean for them and to take steps to minimise 
the inevitable worry and stress that results from 
change.
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2018/19 
£000

2019/20 
£000

Review of management

Review�of�management�and�supervision�arrangements�in�various�services 571

Review of capital borrowing

Review�of�planned�capital�projects�and�scheduling�of�the�spend�over�future�years�
requires�less�borrowing�for�2018/19.

200

Devolved school management

Primary 

(including�restructure�and�redeployment�of�visiting�specialists)

Secondary

(including�reduction�of�school�library�service)

The�council�spends�£24.7m�budget�directly�on�running�our�secondary�schools�and�
£22.1m�on�primaries.�Devolved�school�management�budgets�are�a�proportion�of�this�
that is provided directly to schools and is managed by each local head teacher. Changes 
required�to�deliver�these�savings�will�be�determined�by�head�teachers�and�so�will�vary�
from�school�to�school�and�will�be�subject�to�the�necessary�consultation�with�those�
affected.

178

258

63

120

Measures under consideration for 
2018/19 budget 

As�indicated�in�the�introduction�above,�the�council�
has�made,�and�will�continue�to�make,�changes�
to�reduce�annual�operating�costs�by�becoming�
ever�more�efficient�in�its�operations.�Last�year�we�
provided�information�to�give�an�idea�of�the�types�
of things your councillors would need to consider. 
The�examples�meant�stark�reductions�in�service.�We�
are�now�in�the�unfortunate�position�of�consulting�
on�progressing�with�a�number�of�these�options.�The�
savings�measures�under�consultation�for�the�council’s�
2018/19�budget�are�set�out�below.

However,�we�also�know�that�these�measures�under�
consultation�are�less�than�half�of�the�savings�we�need�
to�balance�our�budget.�So,�for�2018/19�the�council�
will�continue�to�rely�on�our�remaining�reserves.�If�
all�of�the�measures�proposed�are�implemented,�this�
would�mean�that�reserves�are�reduced�to�£5m�at�the�
end�of�March�2019.�Of�course,�we�know�there�are�
uncertainties�in�our�predictions�and�so�this�situation�
may well have to be reviewed as announcements 
are made about local government funding and other 
pressures,�duties�and�funding�issues�are�clarified.�

Bridging�the�G
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2018/19 
£000

2019/20 
£000

Cease council management of community centres and public halls

The�council�currently�operates�ten�community�centres�and�six�halls�throughout�Moray�
at�an�annual�cost�of�£500,000.�A�number�of�the�centres�and�halls�would�present�ideal�
opportunities�for�community�groups�to�take�ownership�via�a�Community�Asset�Transfer�
(CAT).�Failing�this�they�would�be�closed.

Community�Asset�Transfer�of�community�centres�(time�limited�for�viable�CAT�
applications�to�end�June�2018)

Closure�of�community�centres�if�no�viable�CAT�interest

Locations:�Dufftown;�Cullen

Community�Asset�Transfer�of�town�halls�(time�limited�for�expressions�of�interest�to�end�
June�2018)

Closure�of�town�halls�if�no�viable�CAT�interest

Locations:�Elgin,�Forres,�Findochty,�Cullen,�Fisherman’s�Hall�Buckie,�Buckie�Town�House,�
Longmore�Hall�Keith�(subject�to�current�lease�arrangements)

33

 
160

13

 
59

Reduce provision for essential skills and english as second language 22

Review of spending in schools and curriculum development

Miscellaneous�central�education�costs,�including�Skillforce�support 319
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2018/19 
£000

2019/20 
£000

Integrated Children’s Services

The�budget�for�these�services�amounts�to�£29m�and�covers�a�range�of�areas�such�as�
out�of�area�placement,�child�protection,�sport�and�leisure,�education�management�and�
support etc.

Management�of�Additional�Support�Needs�and�Support�for�Learning�staff�vacancies�
(current�vacancies�not�filled).

Homeschool link workers

Cease�central�support�for�ASN

Reduce�music�therapy�sessions

Reduction�in�behavioural�support�funding 
(SEBN,�CAMHS�&�MIDAS)

Reduce�educational�psychology�service

58

160

 
34

4

165

 
66

 

 
42

Moray Integration Joint Board (MIJB)

Reduce�council�funding�to�the�MIJB�by�4.5%

The�MIJB�is�funded�in�partnership�by�NHS�Grampian�and�the�council.�The�Board�is�
responsible�for�the�delivery�of�health�and�social�care�in�Moray.�The�allocation�of�the�
budget�to�the�delivery�of�the�strategic�objectives�and�the�day�to�day�delivery�of�these�
services�are�determined�by�the�Board,�which�means�that�the�Board�will�also�determine�
how any savings are delivered.

1,769
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2018/19 
£000

2019/20 
£000

Reduce support for economic development

Removal�of�unallocated�economic�development�grant�budget�

Moray�Towns�Partnership

Rural�Regeneration�Fund

99

60

60

Close public conveniences

The�council�provides�32�public�conveniences�throughout�Moray.�Closing�these�would�
save�£85,000�and�may�generate�income�by�the�sale�of�the�premises.�

85

Waste management

Change�to�3�weekly�collection�of�residual�waste 100

Roads service

One year saving from roads maintenance

Gritting�savings�

Street�lighting�–�reduction�in�repairs�–�no�single�fault�repairs

500

31

85

Cut school crossing patrollers

The�council�spends�£256,000�every�year�on�providing�this�service,�but�it�is�the�duty�of�
parents�to�ensure�that�their�children�have�a�safe�journey�to�school.�

Removal�of�lunchtime�service�and�all�service�from�sites�that�fall�below�the�threshold�set�
in the guidance and sites where there are crossing signals

 
118

 
63
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2018/19 
£000

2019/20 
£000

School transport

Removal�of�Pinefield/Elgin�Academy�route 28

Community safety

Reduction�in�community�warden�service�–�reducing�focus�on�those�areas�of�
responsibility�which�although�statutory�are�not�mandatory�for�councils�to�enforce,�such�
as dog fouling.

35
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2018/19 
£000

2019/20 
£000

Increase in income

Review�of�parking�charges

Harbour income 

Sport and leisure facilities 

Increase�income�by�10%

Other charges

Collection�charge�for�white�goods

Introduce�charge�for�temporary�road�traffic�orders

Increase�in�various�planning,�development�and�building�fees

Council Tax and domestic rates

Remove�10%�discount�afforded�to�second�homes

Review�recipient�of�discretionary�rates�relief

79

50

132

5

11

13

55

5

Various other efficiency savings 

Savings�that�do�not�require�public�consultation�

e.g.�training,�vacancy�management�in�support�services,�staffing�efficiencies�(e.g.�
reduced�overtime)�reviewing�discretionary�grants,�internal�re-organisations,�redesign�of�
services�view�of�service�structures,�transport�efficiencies,�energy�savings,�contract�and�
procurement�savings,�savings�from�digital�services.

1,202

For the following year we will need to go even further 
to make ends meet.

We know that more is needed and that we might 
have�to�change�our�plans�when�current�uncertainties�
are�clarified.�We�are�also�working�on�how�we�would�
make�further�reductions�in�our�spending�for�future�
years.�This�is�a�difficult�task�but�when�work�has�
progressed�there�will�be�further�consultation�with�the�
community�in�2018.
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How to get involved

Go to our website www.moray.gov.uk/budget2018 
where this document and others are available. You 
can email us at budgetconsultation@moray.gov.uk

Pick up a response form at any of our Access Points or 
libraries. Either hand the completed responses to the 
staff�or�post�them�in�to:�Budget,�Room�207,�Moray�
Council�HQ,�High�Street,�Elgin,�IV30�1BX�

Join our Facebook group www.facebook.com/groups/
MorayCouncilBudget2018 and take part in the 
discussion.
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